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as a solution to the problem. We also provided a high level view of the Semantic 
Web and its different components. 

Semantic Web is not only used to integrate databases; it also provides a set of 
core capabilities tlrat enable smarter services. Making GIS real-time and reactive 
and integratc with reasoning capabilities will open the door for a new breed of 
geospatial applications. 

Semantic technology is not mature yet and several problems are still being in- 
vestigated. We believe that it is going to be few years before we see industrial 
strength scmantic technologies. 
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The role of DBMS in the new generation GIs 
architecture 
Sisi Zlatanova and Jantien Stoter 

8.1 Introduction 

Since the early '90, Geographical lnformation System (CIS) has become a 
sophisticated system for maintaining and analysing spatial and thematic infonnatio~l 
on spatial objects. DBMSs are increasingly important in GIS, sincc DBMSs arc 
traditionally used to handle largc volumes of data and to ensure the logical consistency 
and integrity of data, which also have become major rcquiren~ents in GIS. Today 
spatial data is mostly part of a conlplcte work and information proccss. In many 
organisations there is a need to implement G1S f~ulctionality as part of a central 
Database Management System (DBMS), at least at thc conceptual levcl, in which 

+ spatial data and alphanumerical data are maintained in onc integrated environn~ent. 
Consequently DBMS occupies a central place in the new gcncration GIs architeclurc. 

An cxtendcd description 011 how GIs arcl~itecturc has cvolved can be found in 
Vijlbrief and Oosterom van 1992. GISs used to be organiscd in a dual architecture 
consisting of separated data management for administrative data in a Relational 
DBMS and spatial data in a GIS. This was caused by diffcrcllt nature of 
alphanumerical and spatial data, and thc inability of early DBMSs to handle spatial 
attributes. In the dual architecture (Figure 8.1 left) the two parts are connectcd with 
each other via links based on unique id's. The spatial attributes are not stored in the 
DBMS and therefore they are unablc to use the traditional dababase serviccs such as 
querying and indexing. In the dual architecture consistency of thc data is hard to 
manage. For exan~plc if a parcel is deleted in the spatial part, subjccts can no longer 
have a relationship with this parcel, which is maintained in the non-spatial part. 

The solution to the problcnis of dual architccturc was a layered orchitecturc in 
which all data is maintained in a single RDBMS. Since spatial data typcs were at that 
time not supported at DBMS Icvel, knowledge about spatial data typcs was ~nail~lained 
in middle w a k  (Figure 8.1 middle). Spatial information was maintained in the DBMS 
by means of Binary Largc Objects (BLOBS). SQL cannot process data storcd as 
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Figure 8.1. Evolving architectures of GIs. Left: dual architecture; middle: layered 
architecture, right: ~ntegrated architecturc (courtesy of Vijlbrief and Oosterom van 
1992). 
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BLOHs and tlicrcl'ore tlic data dcpends on the host application codc, which handles the 
data in BLOB format. This solution requires data transport from the DBMS to middle 
ware and consequently qucries cannot be optimally implemented. 

In rcccnt times DBMSs are evolving towards an integrated architecture in which 
all data is maintained in one object-relational DBMS (Figure 8.1 right). Presently, 
most mainslrcam DBMSs support spatial data types and spatial functions by means of 
Abstract Data Types (ADTs). This architecture is more beneficial for the integrity and 
consistency of the data. 

This chapter is rlcvoted to the rolc of DBMS in new generation GIs architecture 
and focuscs on the manner spatial data can be managed. i.e., stored and analysed, in 
DBMSs. Two iillportant aspects of DBMS functionality are addressed in detail, i.e., 
spatial models and spatial analysis. Special attention is placed on the third 
dimension (30) bccausc of the increased demand for 3D modelling, analysis and 
presentations in many applications. The discussion in this chapter is restricted only 
to vector moriels, i.e., raster models are outside the scope of this chapter. 

The chapter is organised as follows: Section 8.2 outlines modelling of spatial 
featurcs in DBMSs, both using geomctrical primitives and topological structure. 
Scctio~l 8.3 makes an overview of possibilities to perform spatial analysis in DBMS. 
Section 8.4 provides case studies and elaborated discussion on topology versus 
gcomctry in DBMS. Section 8.5 is devoted to the third dimension. It starts with 
cxamplcs of 3D GIS applications anri elaborates on available techniques and ncw 
developme~lts required for full 3D support. The chapter ends with a discussion on 
the rolc of DBMSs in the new generation CIS architecture considering both data 
storage and spatial functionality. 

i GIs front-end 1: 

The role of DBMS in the ncw generation GIs  architecturc 

8.2 Spatial models in DBMS 

A lot of progress is observed in the management of spatial and non-spatial inforn~ation 
for objects in one integrated DBMS environment, called a geo-DBMS. Thc 
OpenGeospatial Consortium (OGC) largely contributed to this progress. The 
OpenGeospatial Consortium adopted the IS0 19 107 international standard (1SO 2001) 
as Topic 1 of the Abstract Specifications: Feature Geometry"". These Abstract 
Specifications provide conceptual schemas for describing the spatial characteristics of 
spatial objects (geographic features, in OGC ternls) and a set of spatial operations 
consistent with these schemas and with vector geometry and topology up to three 
dimensions embedded in 3D space. According to the specificatious, the spatial object 
is represented by two structures, i.e., geoinctrical structure, i.e., sin~ple fcaturc, and 
topological structure, i.e., complex fcature. While the geometrical structure providcs 
direct access to the coordinates of individual objects, the topological structure 
encapsulates information about their spatial relationships. 

The OGC Abstract Specifications have been transformed into Implcmcntation 
Specifications, of which the most relevant for DBMSs is the OGC Silllplc Fcatures 
Specification for SQL (OGC 1999), which provide guidance on how spatial objccts 
have to be maintained in object relational DBMS environments. Sub-section 8.2.3 
briefly describes the implementation strategies of mainstreall1 DBMSs. Since the 
native maintenance of topology by DBMS is still in an ascent stage, spccial attention 
is paid to topological models. The problems associated wit11 3D topological models as 
well as some prototype implcmcntations are discussed in detail. 

8.2.1 Geometrical primitives in DBMS 

To date, mainstream DBMSs such as Oracle, (Oracle 2001), IBM DB2 (IBM 2000), 
lnfoimk (Informix 2000), Ingres (Ingres 1994), Postgres (PostGlS) and MySQL have 
implemented spatial data types and spatial operators more or less according to the 
Simple Features Specification for SQL of OGC. The iinplcmcntation is bascd 011 

Abstract Data Types (ADTs) that support storage, retrieval, query and update of 
sunple spatial features, i.e., points, lines and polygons, and a sct of spatial operations 
built on top of them. 

Currently, no 3D primitive is implemented. Howevcr, most DBMSs, including 
Oraclc, Postgres, IBM, lngres, Informix, support tlle storagc of simplc fcaturcs in 
3D space. In general, it is possible to store foi example a polygon in 3D. 3D 
volumetric objects can be stored in a geometrical inodel as polyhedrons using 3D 
polygons, i.e., a body with flat faces, in two ways: as a set of polygons or as 
multipolygon; The multipolygon is one type consistillg of several polygons. 
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Our tests with different representations have shown advantages and disadvantages of 
both approachcs (Stotcr and Zlatanova 2003). An advantage of 3D multipolygons 
compared to list of polygons is that they arc identifiable as one objcct by front-end 
applications, e.g., GIs  and CAD, which can access objects storcd in thc DBMS. 
Furthermore, this approach has one-to-one correspondence bctween a record and an 
objcct. Thc major disadvantage of both implementations is that the DBMS does not 
recognise the 3D object, e.g., volume cannot be computed. In addition, spatial 
functions on OD, ID and 2D primitives defined in 3D spacc project the spatial data on 
a 2D plane. Tlic way out is support of real 3D volumctric data types. A possibility of 
having a 3D gcomctrical primitivc at DBMS level is shown in Arcns et al. 2003. In 
this work, a 3D primitivc as polyliedroii is defined as part of the gcoinetrical spatial 
modcl of Oracle Spatial, including validation functions and spatial functions in 3D. 

8.2.2 Topological structures in DBMS 

Topological structurcs are generally used to represent planar or space partitions 
without redu~idancy and to rcprescnt (lincar) networks. hi planar and space partitions, 
spatial objccts arc defined on tlic basis of non-overlapping partitions. A large number 
of 2D lopological structures arc already available in the litcrature, of which some of 
thcm havc bcen implemented in commercial and non-commercial systems and 
populated with data (~aser~can" ' ;  Oostcrom and Lemmcn 2001; Oraclc Spatial 
10g""). Many 3D topological structures are also rcported but only a few of them are 
further cxtcndcd to support spatial operations. 

OGC has also recognised the necd for topology standardisation. Implementation 
Specificatiolls for topological structures, i.e., complex features in OGC terms arc 
currciilly bcing dcvclopcd by the OpenGcospatial Consortium in cooperation with 
ISO. Tlic ncw intcrfaccs will build on tlic OGC Silnplc Features Specification to 
addrcss fciturc collections and more complex objects and concepts including curvcs 
and surfaccs in 2D and 3D, compound geometries, arcs and circle interpolations, 
conics, polynoi~iial splincs, topology and solids. The intcrfaces will cover creation, 
querying, ~ilodifying, translating, accessing, fusing, and transferring spatial 
information. 

To illustrate currcnt state of the art of topological structure in DBMS, this section 
conti~lucs with tlic vicw of OGC and IS0 about topological primitives (sub-section 
8.2.2.1), a nori-commercial implementation of 2D topological structure (sub- 
section 8.2.2.2) and conuncrcial solution LaserScan Radius ~ o ~ o l o g ~ ~ ~ '  and Oracle 
Spatial log (sub-scclion 2.2.3). Similarly to a 3D geometrical primitivc, 3D 
topological struclurc has iiot (yet) becn implementcd as part of a DBMS. Sub-section 
2.2.4 describcs non-co~nmcrcial implementations of a 3D topological structure. 

The role of DBMS in the new gcneratioll GIs architecture 

8.2.2.1 IS0 and OGC about primitives 

'Face' is the topological equivalent of the geometrical primitive 'polygon'. Thcrc is a 
slight difference between the definitions of facc and polygon in IS0  and thc OGC 
specifications for SQL. 

According to the 1SO standard a face is deiincd by cdgcs as the oricntalio~l is 
strictly defined (anti-clockwise). A Face can havc holes (called inncr rings) and thc 
orientation of the edges is in clockwise order. Every edgc has a rcfcrence Lo preceding 
and succeeding edges. The definition of a polygon needs refinemcnts. For example, it 
is not clcar whether thc outer bou~idary of a polygon is allowcd to touch itsell' nor is it 
clear if inner rings can touch the outer boundaries or other inner rings (Oostcrom et al. 
2003). However, since only onc outer boundary is allowed, a polygon with two oulcr 
boundaries defining potentially disconnected areas is certainly invalid. 

As was statcd before, the OpcnGeospatial Consortiurn adopled tlic IS0  Spatial 
Schema as Abstract Specificatiolis and transformed tliesc to thc implementation lcvcl 
in the OGC Simple Feature Specification for SQL. Sincc the OGC Specilications for 
SQL are based on geometry, olily thc gcometrical primitivcs are defined. A polygon is 
defincd as a simplc, planar surface. Rings inay touch each other in at most a poi111 and 
self-intersection of outer and inner rings is not allowed (Oostcrom ct al. 2003). Inner 
rings, which divide Lhc polygon in disconnected parts, are also not allowed. Notc that 
OGC does not address orientation of polygons. 

8.2.2.2 Non-commercial implementation of 2D topological structure in DBMS 

A lot of implementations of non-commercial 2D lopological models are currcntly in 
use. An excellent example is the topological model devclopcd and inlplemcntcd by tllc 
Netherlands' Kadaster (Oosterom and Lcimnen 2001). The ~nodcl is based on 111~ 
winged-edge structure (Baumgart 1975) The most imporPant tablcs arc 'boundary', 
LC., cadastral boundaries, and 'parccl', i.e., parccl identifiers. Thc edges in the boundary 
table contain refcrences to other cdges according to the wingcd edge structure, which 
are used to fonn the complete boundary chains, i.e., parcels. The cdges also contain a 
refcrcnce to the left and right parccl. A parcel has cxactly one rclercnce to onc or  the 
surrounding boundaries and one rererence to a boundary of each enclave. Tlic 
structure of the topological refcrences and the rclationsliip bctwccll parcels and 
boundaries is visualised in Figure 8.2. 

Thc apparent disadvantage of non-commercial topological structurcs orga~iised in 
the DBMS is the fact that DBMSs are iiot aware of the geometry of spatial objccts. To 
be able to perform some spatial operation, e.g., compute area, a function that 'rcaliscs' 
the geometry from the topological relationships has to bc dcvcloped to support the 
topological model in a G1S enviromnent. Several approaches are possiblc dcj)cnding 
on the underlying 1 topological structurc. Two different inipleinentatiolls of such a 
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shapes (polyline, point) : metric information 

topological view: node, edge (cham) and face 
references: 
- face to 'first' edge 
- edge to edge 
- edge to face 

Figure 8.2. Topological structure in the spatial DBMS of the Netherlands' Kadaster 
(courtesy of Oosterom and Lelnmen 2001) 

function callcd 'returngolygon' are presentcd by Quak et al. 2003. The first solution 
uses the information on the relationship between edges. The second solution is based 
on the left-right information of edgcs. 

111 tlic first implementation, the function creates a polygon geometry according 
Oracle Spatial and 1SO rulcs: thc coordinates of tlic outer ring are listed in anti- 
clockwisc order and the coordinates of the enclaves are listed in clockwise order. To 
gencrate the parccl polygon, the fu~lction starts with the first boundary, which is 
referrcd to in thc parcel tablc. Then the connecting boundary in anti-clockwise order is 
found. This step is repeated until the polygon is closed. The polygon is constructed by 
connecting all linestrings of the found boundaries. In case of enclaves, the same 
procedure is followcd but in clockwise order. 

Thc sccond implclnentation of thc 'returngolygon' function uses only the left- 
right information storcd with cvery parcel boundary and a (geometrical) con~parison to 
find and join coluicctcd boundaries in a ring. Here the boundaries that have the given 
parcel to the lelt or to the right are selected. The boundary of thc parcel is composed 
by repcatcdly joining boundarics that end at the same endpoint. Enclaves are realised 
ill thc same way. Thc orientation of the rings, i.c., clockwise or counter-clockwise does 
not follow froin the algoritlun and must be calculated afterwards. 

T11c implcn~cntatioi~s differ in the underlying geomctrical primitive. In the 
winged-edge implenlentation the outer ring of a face can touch itself in the outer 
boundary at exactly one point and in the left-right implementation this is not possible. 
This diffcrcncc can be illustrated by the polygon as shown in Figure 8.3: a polygon 
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that has an island that touches thc boundary in exactly one point. The rclatio~lship- 
between-edges algorithm will generatc a polygon with onc sclf-touching outer ring 
which is not valid according to the OGC definition, while thc Icft-right algorithm will 
return a polygon with a boundary and an island. 

Figure 8.3. A polygon with a hole that touchcs the boundary 

The performance of both implementations also diffcrs and is depcndcnt on the 
complexity of the data: the more points in a boundary, the worse the performance. 
This is espccially true for the left-right implementation, where thc computational cost 
increases with the number of points. Also the more boundarics thcrc arc in a polygon, 
the worse the performance. This is especially truc for the relationship-bctwee11-cdgcs 
implementation since the Inore boundaries there are; the nlore sclcct statements need 
to be pcrformed. 

8.2.2.3 Commercial implementation of 2D topological structure in DBMS 

Compared to thc user-implemented modcls, thc implementation of topology structure 
in LascrScan Radius ~ o ~ o l o g y ' ~ ~  is much more extetlsivc, it is a 'cornplcte' 
implementation of topology with support for linear networks and planar topology, 
including updates, insertions and deletions. All required topological references are 
stored explicitly: the wingcd edge representation in the edge-to-edge table nlakes up 
just a srnall part of the co~nplete systcrn (see Figure 8.4). Topological primitives arc 
stored in the NODE, EDGE and FACE tables while faces are only storcd by rcferenccs 
to edges. A number of referencc tables arc used to store various types of topological 
references. The TOP0 table is the link bctween the features and lhc topological 
structures. Topology is organised in 'manifolds'. Associated with cach nlanifold and 
with the system as a whole are sornc metadata and error tablcs. Beforc topologically 
structuring data in Radius Topology, the uscr can spcciry rules in order to control the 
way the structuring works, such as snap tolerances, which feat~~resiprimilives arc 
moved and which stay while snapping, etc. 

To rcalisc geomctry from a topologically structured datasct Radius ofl'crs a 
'get-geom' function that is equivalcnt to thc 'return-polygon' function ol'the Iron- 

& 
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Figure 8.4. Radius To]>ology database tablcs (version 1.0), taken from ~ a s e r ~ c a n " '  

colnmercial in~plc~iicntations as described above. Most users however choose not to 
use this function, but instead store a copy of the geometry explicitly. This increases the 
storage requirements, but it means that therc is no performance penalty when 
accessi~ig gcomctries (e.g., for display or geometric queries) since the geometry is 
instantly available and does not havc to be computed. The use of database triggers in 
the Radius Topology architecture cnsures that the geometries and their topological 
representation are always syncluonised. Additionally support for topological querying 
(containment, adjacency, connectivity, overlap) is available by means of a toporelatc 
operator. 

Louwesn~a el al. (2003) describe a performance test in which topology structure 
of Lascrscan Radius Topology was compared to the geomctrical primitive of Oracle 
Spatial 9i. In the topology case less points are storcd by avoiding storing 'conmlon' 
bou~idaries twice. However disk space requirements where much bigger in the 
topology case duc to the increased number of topology primitives and references 
bctwecn thcrn cotnparcd to the number of area features and the way geometry is 
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implemented in Oracle Spatial, small objects have relatively much overhead. The total 
storage requirement for topology is inteilded for references, id's and associated 
indexes that are required for the Radius topology structure. Thc storagc requirenlerlt 
will probably be more favourable towards topology in the case of smaller scale data 
and data with a relatively high number of intermediate points i l l  thc boundaries. 

From thc tests described in (Louwcsma et al. 2003) it can be collcluded that 
performance of geometrical qucrying on a data sct topologically structured with 
Radius Topology is slowcr. This is due to the cost of computing thc geometrics on- 
the-fly from the topological information. This occurs when geometries are not storcd 
explicitly alongside the topology. For this reason users often store the geo~iictries 
explicitly as described above. 

Oracle Spatial 10g also supports 2D topologylOl. The basic topology c lcmc~~ts  in 
an Oracle topology are nodes, edges and faces. A node is represented by a point and 
can be used to model an isolated point feature or edges. Evcry node has a coordinate 
pair associated with it to describe the spatial locatio11 of the node. An edge is boundcd 
by a start- and an end-nodc and has ' a  coordinate string describing thc spatial 
representation. Each edge can consist of multiple vertices, represented by lincar as 
well as circular arc strings. As each edge is dircctcd, it is possible to dctenninc which 
faces are locatcd at the left and right hand side of the edge. A facc is representcd by a 
polygon (that can bc rcconstructed from the several edge strings) and has references to 
a directed edge on its outcr and (if any) inncr bou~ldaries. Each topology has a 
universal face that contains all othcr nodes, edges and faces in the topology. 

Penninga and collcagucs (Penninga 2004) tcstcd the support of topology with two 
data sets from the Nethcrlands cadastre. Thc tcsts have shown that the c~~r rcn t  
implementation does not completely avoid redundant data storagc. The geomctly is 
stored both in node and cdge tables. Howcvcr, as long as the user uses tlic supplicd 
tools for data editing instead of dircctly upkating the node, edgc and face ~ablcs, data 
consistency can be efficiently maintained. I11 gcncral Oracle topology can be 
considered a very suitable solution for the average user. The cxpert user might need to 
edit directly on the node, cdge and face tables, as it is much quicker. More 
experiments are needed to explore the offered fi~nctiol~ality. 

8.2.2.4 Non-commercial 3D topological structures in DBMS 

In 3D, there is no consensus on a single topological structure. Different topological 
structures can be defined depending on thc number of primitives to maintain, and also 
the number and nature of relationships to cxplicitly store. The problcms of defining 3D 
topological structures arc relatively n~any compared to 2D. Due to the large amounts 
of data and higher complexity, one data structure representing a specific topological 
structure, which is appropriate for a ccrtain application, may not bc casy to scrvc 
another application. Unfortunately, 2D topological structures are not directly 
extendable to 3D. 2D structures are mostly built around tlic propcrtics of an edge. Onc 
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edge has cxactly two neighbouring nodes (begin and end) and exactly two 
ncighbouring faces (left and right). This propcrty is not true in 3D space. An edge can 
have morc than two neighbouring hces, i.e., the order of thc faces has to bc specified. 
An cxtensive study on 3D topological structures is presented in Zlatanova et al. (2004). 

Onc of thcse 3D skuctures (is., the Simplified Spatial Model, Zlatanova 2000) has 
been uscd to test 3D topological implementalions in object-relational DBMS. In this 
structure, cdges are not explicitly stored due to performance considerations (Coors 
2003). Tllc role of the cdge (=boundary) in 2D is now overtaken by the face 
(=boundary). Nodes describe faces and faces describe bodics. Tllc ID primitive as part 
of a body, is not explicitly stored (see Figure 8.5). 

-- 
body-id: int face-id: int node !d% 
face-id: array-of-int 4..* node j d :  array-of-int 3..* X: i n r  

2: int 

Figure 8.5. UML class diagram of Simplified Spatial Model (Zlatanova 2000). 

This 3D lopological structure can be implernentcd in various ways in a rclational 
DBMS. The first straightforward approach is thc relational implen~entation. The 
conccptual model can be convcrted directly into a relational data model. For each 
object (nodc, face, and body) a separatc relational table is created. The NODE table 
contains the identifier of the node and thc thrce coordinates. The FACE table contains 
the id of thc face, a colulnn dcnoting the anti clockwise order of the nodes in a face 
and the id's of nodcs that the facc consists of. A BODY table contains references to 
thc id's of faccs it consists of. Since thc relationship bctwecn a face and constitutiilg 
nodes is one-to-many (I:m), nlultiple rows represcnt one face. :Theoretically, it is 
possiblc to have a scparate column for each node but this approach is beneficial only 
in casc thc faccs are triangles. Such an approach is reported by Coors (2003). 

Another possibility is the object-relational implementation. The list of id's 
rclcrring to lower-dimensional objects (faces, nodes) is stored in a newly defined 
objcct 01' typc 'variablc array' or 'nestcd table'. Such a new object type can 
conseq~~ently bc storcd in a single colunm. This means that the number of rows in the 
objcct table is rcduccd lo the actual number of the higher dimcnsional object (body, 
Lice). Object relational implementation is a two-step procedure, i.e., creating objects 
(AD'rs) and cl.eatitig tablcs with culu~nns of the crcated data types. 

Similarly tu LIIC 2D casc, the major disadvantage is that the DBMS is not awarc of 
the spatial object. Spatial operations and spatial indexing offered by spatial DBMS 
cannot be uscd. To be able to use the spatial operations of DBMS, a function similar to 
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'return-polygon', as mentioned above for thc 2D case, has been defined (Zlatanova 
2001). This function realises the geometry of the 3D spatial objects, based on the 
topological tablcs and returns a 3D geometrical primitive as dcscribed before, i s . ,  a 
polyhedron consisting of flat polygons defined in 3D. 

In gencral, regardless the type of topological structure used, the ilnple~nentations 
have similar disadvantages as the ones specificti for 2D user-implemented topological 
structures, is . ,  the perfo~mance is relatively slow for ccrtain queries. Operations on the 
topological model havc to be further developed, to be able to usc DBMS spatial 
operations, realisation has to be first performed. However, si~nplc SQL statelncnts 
comparing the identifiers of conslituent primitives can pcrform a largc numbcr of 
topological operations. Sectioil 8.3.3 describcs a case study that illustrates the power 
of topological illodels in spatial analysis. 

1 8.3 Spatial analysis in DBMSS 

Spatial functionality is related to operatiolls that arc pcrfor~ned on spatial objects as 
very often no distinction is made between spatial and thematic components. In this 
chapter we will coilcentrate on thc part of spatial functionality that is related to thc 
spatial component. The most important aspect in the spatial domain is thc frarncwork 
for detecting spatial relationships. Amongst the different approaches (topology, 
distance, order, etc.) GIs society has largely accepted topology. OCC has adopted 
three topological frameworks: Boolean set of operations, Egcnhofcr operators and 
Cleinentini operators. Using these frameworks a large number of operators can bc 
developed. However, the question 'who is respo~lsiblc for the inll~lcmcatations' (front- 
end applications or spatial DBMS) is still opcn and even extensively discussed. 
Although several studies have shown that it is bettcr to pcrforln spatial operations 
close to thc data, GIS vendors might not be willing to givc up spatial analysts. In 
addition since spatial analyses in GISs have a long history, at lcast in the short-tenn 

I 
feature spatial analyses in CIS front-cnds will show better performance. 

In the introduction (scction 1) the ncw generation GIs architccturc was nladc 
clear, in which all spatial data is maintained (and recognised as such) at DBMS level, 

I without the intervention of middle-warc software. The functio~lality concerning spatial 
analyses that DBMS has to offer in such all architecture dcpcnds vcry nluch on thc 
scope and constrai~lts of spatial analysis: what is spatial analysis and what is spatial 
analysis in the DBMS context. DBMSs arc esscntial in applications in which large 
amounts of large-scale gco-data need to be maintained and managed, such as cadastral 
data or spatial data used in municipalities. In general wc can say that GlS 
functionalities that arc not specific to a certain application belong in the DBMS and 
not in GlS (a: CAD) front-ends. Examples arc thc spatial functions that exami~~e thc 
topological relationships between spatial objects. Argunlcnts for this are the logical 
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consistency of thc data, better performance and better maintenance of the data, since 
unllcccssary transport and conversions of data bctween DBMSs and GIS front-ends 
prone to errors can be avoided. On the other hand spatial functions that are specific 
for certain applications should be implemented in front-ends. 

I-Icrc wc considcr the spatial analyses at DBMS-level that should be prcsent to 
support the new generation GIs architecture. We will also give an overview on the 
spatial analyscs that are currently supported in DBMSs. In the discussion (section 8.6) 
we will refine thc statement on wherc spatial analyses should fit within the optimal 
architecture bascd on (past) trends both in computing technology, as well as in GIs. 

8.3.1 Which operations in DBMS? 

DBMS has not been designed to manage spatial objects, but does have a strictly 
defined functionality based on relational algcbra and calculus (Ramakishnan and 
Gehrkc 2003). In principle, three generic operations are distinguished in the database 
litcrature (e.g., Tsichritzis and Lochovsky 1982): insert (add new data), delete (remove 
data from the database) and update (change existing data). A similar set of generic 
operatio~ls (but more elaborated) has to be available for spatial data. Thc operations 
related to introducing a new element, delcting and updating an existing one have to be 
extcndcd with respcct to the structurc used, i.e., geometry or topology. Examples of 
such operations can be: 

opcrations to organise the data according to the used topological structure, i.e., 
opcrations for planarity, convexity and discontinuity as they are defined in 
tllc   nod el. 
operators for consistency check: validation of thc objects (e.g., polygon 
closed, body closed), node-on-line, node-on-face, node-in-body, line-on-face, 
line-in-body, intcrscction of lines, face-on-face, intersection of faces, face-in- 
body. 

In addition to gcneric operations, DBMS offers a set of more elaborated operations 
known as sclcction. navigation and specialisation: 

sclection: retricve operation undcr a particular condition; 
navigation: describc the process of travelling through the database, following 
explicit paths from one record to the next in the search for some required 
picce of data; 
spccialisat~on: complex operation that allows a ncw object to bc created on 
thc basis of cxisting ones. 
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Also these three generic operations liavc to be available for spatial data in a spatial 
context. 

Selection in a spatial context is an opcration that allows a numbcr of data to be 
identified on the basis of three properties, i.e., logical position (first, last, prior), value 
of the content andor relationship. An exanlple of spatial sclcction opcration is 'sclect 
all the buildings that are located next to the park'. Furthermore, thrce basic groups of 
spatial sclection operations should be offered at databasc level (Zlatanova et al. 2004): 

metric operations: selection operations, requiring conlputations of geometric 
properties e.g., compute distance, volume, area, lengtl~, centre of gravity. The 
metric operations need coordinates of the spatial objects and the result is 
always quantitative. 
proximity operations: These are selection operations related to spatial 
location, e.g., objects in a certain area/volume, iicld or view. Position 
operations largely bencfit of the spatial index offcrcd by DBMS to restrict thc 
search. 
relationship (topology) opcrations: selcction operations based on spatial 
relationships. These operators will be depcndent on tlic framework for 
detecting relationships. If topology is considcred, thc abstract specifications 
recommend three frameworks for i~nple~nentation as was describcd beforc. 
Depending on the implementations (framework and model), topology 
operations arc the oncs expected to perfonn better on a topological model. 

Besides selection, navigation and specialisation operations in a spatial context 
have to be also considercd at DBMS Icvcl. Navigation is an opcration that pennits a 
logical path to be followcd on the basis of a selcction. Examplcs of spatial navigation 
operations are route planning (e.g., multiple topology opcrations 'mect'), shortest path 
(multiple topology operation 'mect' and multiplc lnctric operation 'distance') and 
intc~isibility. The navigation (in the database sense of thc word, as it was explained 
above) sllould not be equated with spatial navigation (in the shortest-path sense). Thc 
latter is more of an analysis process using the data ftom the database and other 
external algorithms not standard within SQL or the DBMS. Howcvcr, spatial 
navigation operations use thc inbuilt navigation capabilitics of the DBMS. 

Examples of spatial specialisations arc buffcr, co~lvcx hull, union of objects and 
all types of generalisations. While navigation might be bascd only on topological 
operations, specialisations nccd in most of the cases tllc coordir~atcs or  objects. 
However, additional information retrieved on t l~e  basis of proxilllity or topology 
operations may be of use for some specialisations, e.g., u~lion or generalisation. 

In contrast to the group of sclection opcrations, spccialisatio~i and especially 
navigation in the spatial domain can be very complex and tiillc consuming. Il" thcy are 
perfomled aha DBMS level on the server, thc perrormancc can decrcasc drastically. 
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Furthcr~nore, such complex operations may not be needed for all k i d  of applications. 
'Therefore, these opcrations could be considered for implementation by the front-end. 

8.3.2 Spatial operations currently offered by DBMSs 

The spatial functionality presently offered by mainstream DBMS covers in general 
lines the scope of operations discussed in the prcvious sub-section. We use Oracle 
Spatial 9i to illustrate the possibilities of spatial analysis in DBMSs. 

At database level, spatial operations can be defined utilising either geometrical or 
topological rcprescntations. It should be noticed (again) that the operations presently 
offered by thc mainstream DBMS vendors (an exception is Oracle Spatial log) are 
built on thc geo~netrical model due to lack of topology maintenance and therefore they 
work directly on thc geometry (no geometrical realisation is needed). Oracle Spatial 9i 
supports the three groups of selection opcrations, i.e., topology operations, a variety of 
metric opcrations, proximity operations as well as simple specialisation operations. 
Anothcr class of specialisatio~l operations rcturns an aggregate of a collection of 
geometries. 71'hcse are not defined within OGC. Tablcs 8.1 and 8.2 show exanlples of 
spalial functions implemented by Oracle Spatial and the equivalent OGC functions. 

OGC 
Equals 
Disjoint 
Intersects 
Touchcs 
Crosses 
Wilhin 
Contains 
Ovcrlaps 

Oracle 
EQUAL 
DlSJOlNT 
ANYINTERACT 
TOUCH 
OVEliLAPBDYDlSJOlNT 
INSlDE 
CONTAINS 
OVERLAPBDYINTERSECT 

Table 8.1. Topological operations in the DBMS according to lmplementatiorl 
Specifications of OGC and Oracle implementations 

OGC Oracle 
Coi~vexhull SDO CONVEXHULL 
Area SDO AREA 
Buffer SDO BUFFER 
Centroid SDO CENTROID 
Length SDO LENGTH 
Boundary SDO MBR 
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Binary opera fiorzs 

OGC Oracle 
Distance SDO DISTANCE 
Intersection SDO INTERSECTION 
Union SDO UNION 
Difference SDO DIFFERENCE 
Symdifference SDO XOR 

Table 8.2. Metric and position operations according to llnplemcntation Speciiicatio~ls 
of OGC and Oracle implementations 

Although not that common, spatial analysis on topological structure is also 
available, e.g., Laser-Scan Radius Topology, Oracle Spatial 109, but the kllowledge is 
still limited. One of the most important operations, i.e., the rcalisation of geometry was 
already discussed in Section 8.2. The complexity of the functions considerably varies 
with respect to the differcnt implementations. For cxa~nl,le, the geometry (coordiuatcs) 
of a body can be extractcd by only one SQL statement in the case of relational 
implementation if the geomctry is maintained explicitly, but all embedded script is 
required if the body is represented as 'variable array' of polygons. 

In principle, all the topology operations havc to pcrfor~n bcttcr on thc topological 
model than on geometry alternatives. On the other hand, solnc opcrations (compute 
area, distance, etc.) on topological structured data will be slower than on gco~netrical 
primitives since it requircs qucrying and joining diffcrcnt relational tables, which is 
also discussed in (Hocl et al. 2003). Anothcr explanation for the bcttcr pcrfornlance of 
these spatial operations on the geometrical modcl is the intcrnal optimisatio~~s 
provided by the DBMSs and thc possibility to apply spatial indcxes. 

8.4 Topology or geometry 

The statement that topological querying (querics that only rcquirc explicitly stored 
relationships) is much faster than in the situation where only simplc geomctry is 
available, was tested in a case study described in scction 8.4.1. In scction 8.4.2 il is 
discussed what to prefer: topologically structured data or gcometrically structured 
data. 
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8.4.1 Case study 

To illustra~c the power of topological structure in performing relationship operations, 
we did an experiment in Oracle Spatial 9i, on a dataset, which is a selection of the 
cadastral database of the Netherlands. The test data set contains 1,788,019 parcels and 
5,599,089 bou~ldaries. The topological structure used for this dataset is described in 
section 8.2.2.4. 

Thc query that wc use in this experiment is to find all adjacent parcels to the 
parcel with object identifier 6862 (see Figure 8.6). The query was performed on both 
a topologically structured dataset and a geometrically structured dataset. The 
geometries of the parcels were therefore stored explicitly in the geometrical primitive 
of Oracle Spatial by nleans of thc returnqolygon function (section 8.2.2.2). A spatial 
index was built on the geometry-column to specd up spatial analyses. 

Figure8.6. Data set uscd to perform the test query: 'find all parcels adjacent to 
parccl 6862'. 

For the data sct dcscribed by gcometrical primitives. the query to find all adjacent 
parccls is given below using a 'subselect' structure, in which the polygons of parcels 
are stored in thc table 'parccls_geom' in thc column 11an1cd 'shape'. 

select object-id from par~els~geom where sdo-relate(shape, 
(select shape from parcels-geom where objectPid=6862), 

'MASK=TOUCH') = ' T R U E ' ;  

Thc query uses thc built spatial index. 
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The query finds all parcels that have a 'touch' relationship with parcel '6862' 
using the spatial operator 'sdorclatc' which is illlplcn~cntcd on geonlctrical 
primitives. The result is: 

7142 
2067 
2066 
7141 
2065 
6862 
6861 
7 rows selected 

Elapsed: 00:00:22.05 

In the topologically structured data set, all adjacent parcels to parccl '6862' call be 
found when all the boundaries arc selcctcd that have the specific parcel on the left or 
right side. The next step is to find the parcel that is locatcd on the other side of the 
selected boundaries: 

select 1-obj-id, r-obj-id from boundary where 
r obj id=6862 or 1-objPid=6862; - - 

The result is: 

Elapsed: 00:00:00.01 

The same test was pcrfomcd for parccl '7142' with 28 adjacent parcels. The 
processing time for this second query was 22.56 seconds ror t l~c  gcoinctrical qucry and 
00.01 seconds for the topological query. The queries wcre repeated a number of timcs 
which resulted in processing timcs of the same ordcr cvcry time. Thcsc cxalllplcs show 
that the topological query is indeed faster on a topologically structured data set than on 
data set described with the geometrical primitives. 

Thcre is another conclusion that can bc drawn fro111 thc lirst query: the results differ. 
The topological query does not give parcels '2067' and '2065' as a rcsult since thesc 
parcels touch parcel '6862' only at a point and are thercforc not see11 as adjacent parccls 

L 
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from the Lopological point of view as defincd in the winged-edge structure. The result set 
in spatial analyses using topological structure is therefore dependent of the topological 
slruclure i~nplcmcntcd. The geometrical query does find parcels '2067' (ncighbour on 
the right of parcel '2066') and '2065' as adjacent parcels sincc they do touch parcel 
'6862', cven if it is only a1 a point. The geometrical query could be furthcr specified by 
adding thc condition Lhal boundaries of two parcels should also overlap. 

Allho~~gh this casc study is related to 2D data, a 3D comparison case study could 
cvcn show bigger diffcrcnces, as geometrical queries in 3D require inore complex 
algorithms than 21) functions. This has a big influence on the co~nputational 
complexily o r  topological queries that work on 3D geometrical primitives compared to 
topological qucrics that work on topologically structured data. 

8.4.2 Discussion 

'Shc question whether or not to manage topology in DBMS is still challenging. 
Extensive argu~ne~llalion for thc need to organise the topology at DBMS level is g' w e n  
in Oostcrom cl al. 2002a. Some of the advantages are listed bellow: 

it  avoids rcdundant storage and is thercfore more con~pact than a geomctrical 
lnodel 
it is casicr to maintain thc consistency of data aftcr editing 
it is more efficient during the visualisation in some types of front-ends, 
because less data has to be read from disk and transferred to clicnts 
it is the natural data model for certain applications; e.g., during surveying an 
cdgc is collected togethcr with attributes belonging to a boundary 
it is more el'ficicnl for certain query operations, e.g., find neighbours 

On L11e other hand geoilletrical queries on topological structure are much slower than 
on gcoinctrical primitives, since a geometrical realisation is always required, by which 
scvcral tables nccd to be qucricd that contain the lower dimensional objects. The same 
is true for visualisalion of spatial data. Another problem o r  topologically struct~lred 
data is the rcquired storage capacity compared to the storage capacity needcd for thc 
geometrical primilivcs. Every row in the tables defining the topological structure has 
its ovcrhcad, and the rcferenccs requirc a lot of storage capacily. An advantage of the 
Lopological slructure is that topology structure management can bc used in storage 
(maintaining consistcncy), data management and retrieval of dala. 

In principlc. we belicve that only one modcl, i.e., topological model, should be 
sufficient to managc spatial data in DBMS. However since performance of 
geomctrical queries as wcll as of visualisation favours the geomctrical model, which 
will bc even more apparent in 3D, it could be argued that a DBMS that support both 
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models simultaneously would be the most appropriate solution. In this casc spalial 
objccts are maintained in geomctrical primitives and Lopological struclure 
simultaneously and triggers are dcfined between the two rcprcsenlalions Lo keep thc 
two different representations up-lo-date. Of coursc this solulions undermines the 
argument that topology structure avoids redundancy of thc data. Another disadvantage 
is that the storagc of spatial data becomes cven less efficient compared to the 
~opologically structured data. 

8.5 3D and Geo-DBMS 

The need for 3D information is rapidly increasing. Many exa~nplcs of applicalions Lhat 
havc a growing inlerest in 3D infornlation have been citcd (Oostcrom el al. 2002b; 
Oosterom el al. 2002~) .  Traditionally, the mililary applications were lhc firs1 Lo look 
for 3D solutions and provided the first elaborated systcms for 3D visualisation and 
simulation (Lindstrom et al. 1996). Nowadays more and morc civil applicalions need 
the third dimension. In this section first examples of thc growing need for 3D geo- 
information are given (section 8.5.1). In the second subsection (8.5.2) Lhe question is 
addressed whether current DBMS technology is appropriatc to meet thc growing nccd 
for 3D geo-information. 

8.5.1 Growing need for 3D information 

The growing need for 3D geo-information is fell in diffcrcnl disciplines: 

Applications in urban ureus 
Urban planning is one of most demanding areas pushing 3D developers Lo 
provided fast modelling approaches, extcndcd visualisalion, intcraclion tools, 
and elaborated spatial functionality (Nebiker 2003; Shi el al. 2003). The 
influence of new buildings and infrastructure on thc cxist~ng environmcnl can 
be best visualised in 3D cnviro~unents using virtual rcality or augmcnled 
reality environments such as in Figurc 8.7. which is i~nporlant for 
presentation to citizens. In addilion, 3D visualisations ol' planncd 
infrastructure and underground constructiolls cnables providing more insight 
into the vertical planning of regions. 
Cadastres Lraditionally registcr propcrty rights to real estatc on 2D parcels 
since the individualisation of land started with a subdivision of land using 2D 
boundaries. In Loday's world there is growing pressurc on land that has led to 
strafified property (properly units on top of and cngaging each olher). 
Cadastres throughout the world are confronted with the challenge how to 
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register and visualise stratificd properties. This requires an extension of the 
cadastral map in 3D (Figure 8.8) (Oosterom and Lelnmen 2003). 
Pipclines and tunnels can be better protected against damage when their 3D 
location can be visualised in the real world (Robcrts et al. 2002). For 
example, knowledge about the location of cables and pipelines can avoid 
damage during cxcavation. Based on knowledge of the location of 
constructions precisely defined rcstrictions can be imposed on the owncrs of 
the surfacc land from doing anything that could damage the underground 
construction. 
Location-based services (LBS) for shopping, tourism, rescue operations etc. 
is another area, where the use of 3D visualisation and most probably 3D GIs 
is rapidly increasing (Coors 2002; Hollerer et al. 1999) 

Applicutions in ,?on-urbutl areus 
Road, railway, canal construction and maintenance benefits largely by 3D 
cnvironmcnts (Bresters 2003). 
Landscape nlodelling seeks specific 3D tools for interactive design and 
simulation (Lammeren et a1."'; Blaschke and Tiede 2003). 
111 tclcco1nmnunicatio17a the decision on the locations of antcnnas requires 3D 
analyscs to obtain information on the area that can be covered and on the 
costs of using the specific location. 

3 0  Spatial unulyssev 
Maintaining 3D information on real-world objects enables the management 
of 3D characteristics of buildings, e.g., calculating the volume of buildings 
(for tax purposes) or dictating a maximurn construction height and depth. 
3D geo-information can serve as input for spatial modelling such as 
modelling noise levels (Kluijver and Stoter 2003) and risk n~odelling for 
buildings when a tunncl is drilled (Nctzel and Kaalberg 1999). 
Geological applications require 3D analysis, e.g., finding fractures or salt 
tlon~cs, computing volumes of repositories, etc. (Wees et al. 2002). 

Ei~vironmentrrl /1zutlugen?ent 
Knowledge about 3D charactcristics of natural processes can be used to 
impose limitations and obligations, e.g., in case of noise control, odour 
nuisance and safety measures. 
In order to prcdict the consequences of bursting of dikes (flooding), a good 
terrain model is needed togethcr with 3D software (Werner 2002; Zipf 
2004). 
Zoning plans that have to regulate different types of land use on top of eaeh 
other. An example of a zoning plan that had to deal with 3D information is 
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the 'Noord-Zuid lijn' in Amsterdam. In Amsterdam a metro-tunncl is drilled 
from north to south, the 'Noord-Zuidlijn'. A zoning plan was needed in 
which the use of a tunnel below other types of land usc was guaranteed. Thc 
tunnel is planned partly below houses. Figure 9 shows part of the map that 
was produced for this zoning plan. St is a 2D map. Thc arcas on the 2D map 
are encoded as 'multi-layers' and the 3D information (tunnel below houses) 
is added as a description in the legend and not as a 3D spatial description. 
Consequently, the zoning plan of the Noord-Zuidlijn does not include 3D 
spatial information (also not elsewhere in the zoning plan). 

8.5.2 Towards 3D DBMSs 

Developments in the area of 3D GIs  arc inotivated by both a growing need for 3D 
information, as illustrated above, and technology devclopmcnts. Concerning ncw 
technologies, significant progress has becn observed in 3D data collection tcchniqucs 
and corresponding procedures for 3D objcct reconstruction. Conlputcrs (processors, 
memory, graphical cards and disk space devices) havc become more cfficicnt in 
processing large data sets. Elaborated tools and devices to display and interact with 3D 
data are alrcady available on the market. 

Thcsc developments pose the important qucstion 'what is the rcadincss of spatial 
DBMSs for the third dimension'. The following sub-sections discuss this matter. 

8.5.2.1 Other representations in DBMSs 

The previous sections the readiness of geo-DBMS for boundary rcprcsentations were 
discussed in detail. DBMS vendors still have not made thc step to implement 3D data 
types in their geometrical models as was mentioned in section 8.2.1. Specifications for 
3D features and consensus on a 3D topological structure havc not bcen achieved as 
discussed in section 8.2.2.4. Thc current trcnd is to dcvelop spccific ad hoc solutiolls 
when using 3D geo-information instcad of building a database for lnai~ltaining spatial 
objects. Non-commercial implementations of 3D GIS 1110dcIs can bc found in 
(Cambray 1993; Oosterom et al. 1994; Rikkers ct al. 1993; Wang ant1 Gruen 2000). 

Bcsides boundary reprcseatations, othcr approaches nlay appcar also useful Tor 
3D: Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) and voxel representation (regular space 
subdivision). All approaches show advantages and disadvantages considering tliffcrent 
criteria. The nlain advantage of boundary representations is that it is optimal for 
representing real-world objects. The boundary of real-world objects can bc obscrved, 
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Figure 8.7. Visual~sat~on of planncd bridge, using a VR environment 

Figure 8.8. 3D cadastre example: the legal status of one building is established by means 
of establishing liiniled real rights (right of superficies, right of long lease) on three 
parcels (lef), therefore the cadastral map does not reflect the real situation. 3D insight 
in the lcgal status requircs extension of the cadastral map in 3D (right). 
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Figure 8.9. 32) zoning plan of metro tunncl (Noord-Zuid lijn) in Ams~crdam. 
'Ondergronds railtrace waarbovcn' mcans 'Subsurhce ~nctro linc on wh~ch'. 

measured and surveyed from properlies that are visible, i.e., 'boundaries'. l:urtl~er~nore 
most of the rendering engines are based on boundary rcpresentations, i.c., triangles. 
Unfortunately boundary representations are not unique and const~ilins (rules lor 
modelling) may get very complcx. Constraints of 3D objects are even more conlplcx 
to deal with: are open-space objects possible, how to determine neighbours in 3D, how 
to ensure planarity of faces in 32) ctc. Furthemlore many large-scale rcal-world objects 
(trees, traffic signs, building ornaments, statues) or geological objccts (surfaces, 
repositories, caves) may result in representations with unneccssarily high complexity. 
In such cases CSG or voxels might be much more appropriate. At certain stage Geo- 
DBMS have to open for other 3D rcprescntations. 

8.5.2.3 3D visualisation of spatial features stored in DBMS 

32) models usually deal with large data sets, requiring efficient hardwarc and software 
for visualisation. Different lcvels of dctail (lligli dctail whcn objccts arc close by and 
low detail when objecls arc further away) in a model improve efficiency of navigatiug 
tluough a modcl (Kofler 1998; Pasman and Jansen 2002). In new generation GIs 
architecture, the 32) data inaintained in DBMS should bc accessible by fronl-ends in a 
very efficie~it way. A study 011 the accessibility of 32) dala organiscd in a DBMS by 
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different froill-cnds is described in (Stoter and Zlatanova 2003). This study has clearly 
shown large possibilities for visualisation of 3D data organised in a DBMS, in this 
case Oracle Spatial 9i. However, to be able to query, identify and edit the 3D objects 
requires still some more research. 

To improve performance, different representation of objects such as low- 
resolutioil geometries and imposters (image of object instead of geometry) can be 
eithcr stored in the DBMS or created on the fly. The main problems of storing multiple 
prescnlalions are fitting high detailed data to low level of detail and the redundant 
storage of representations. 

A problem that comes with visualising 3D geo-data compared to 2D geo-data is 
rcadability of thc data towards improved realism. To make a view realistic one can 
add, apart from traditional characteristics such as colour, illumination, shade, fog, 
textures, shadow, texture, and inaterial to thc geometry. lnteracting in 3D 
cnvirotunents, i.c., exploring 3D models also requires specific techniques. The new 
issue f'rom a databasc point of view is the inanagerilent of data, i.e., images, geo- 
refcre~lcing between images and geometry, etc., needed for realistic 3D visualis a t' ion 
and dynamics. The problem is well known and much discussed in 2D and traditional 
]nap production, i s . ,  if the geometry is described in a Digital Landscape Model, the 
visualisation paraincters are then provided by the Digital Cartographic Model. 

8.6 Outlines and further research 

In this chaptcr we have discussed the responsibility of DBMS in new generation CIS 
architecture in which spatial features together with non-spatial features are maintained 
in an integrated DBMS environment and edited and visualised in all kinds of front- 
ends. Thc locatioi~ wllerc spatial analysis should fit in this architecture is not yet clear. 

DBMSs have madc the first stcp, thcy offer support and maintenance of spatial 
objects in geomctrical models and some operations that allow spatial analysis of 
objects stored as geometrical primitives. The geometric operators offered as well as 
the possibility to use them in SELECT slatcinents in different combinations form an 
extended set of tools for query and analysis. Still many issues related to the 
implemented data structuring and required opcrations have to be addressed. The 
geomctrical model has been implenlented but is still not complete. Real 3D geometric 
types are inissing. Ad hoc solutions for representations of 3D objects can be found. 
Even some gcneric operations (edit, retrieve, etc.) are possiblc. However, validations 
of 3D objects, such as closures, and rnctric operations, such as volume, center, gravity, 
etc., need further development. Also visualisation of and navigation through 3D 
cnvironnleiits require additional attributes to be maintained in the DBMS compared to 
2D applications. Thc lack of 3D support in DBMSs should be a point of attention both 
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in research and in practice in the coming ycars as was illustratcd by examples from 
practise in which a growing need for 3D illformatioil was mct. 

Now the 2D gcometrical model has been irnplcincntcd in maiilstrcam DBMSs 
based on the OGC lmplernentatioll Specifications for SQL, the next step should be the 
iinplen~entation of the topological model and implemelltatioll of topology operators. 
Once implemented at a database level a large numbcr of navigation opcrations can be 
implemented. The pcrforinance of the topological rclatioilship operations also still 
needs improvements. Many DBMS are intensively working on topological models, 
which will definitely result in topology support at DBMS lcvel in the coining few 
years. Laser-Scan Radius Topology and Topology-Network Modcl of Oraclc Spatial 
(log) are the first examples. A very kicky issue is Lhc type of topology and 
dimeilsionality of thc nlodels. Current efforts are toward providing 2D topology thal 
tnost probably will restrict the topology operators to 2D. Moreover, maintenance of 
many topological models appe.ars unavoidable. 

As was described in thc introduction, DBMS plays an important rolc in Lhc ilcw 
generation CIS architecture. Docs it mean that a DBMS will aid should includc all 
spatial analyses, including complex spatial analyses that havc been oplimised in CilSs 
during decades? Docs it mean that traditional CIS software (or extcndcd with altributc 
maintenance CAD software) has to convert to a tool for import, visualisatioa, editing 
and exploration of spatial data? 

Many spatial fi~nctionalitics are (and probably will bc) availablc only at the front- 
end and not at DBMS lcvel (c.g., spatial analyses which arc specific for certain 
domains and applications, tools for inserting new data, nltcraclion tools for sbarting 
spatial analyses, visualisatio~l tools). Also, too many opcrations performed at a DBMS 
level may lead to overloading of the server and affecting the pcrforlnallcc 01' thc 
DBMS. On the other hand, too few operations provided by DBMS will rcsult in 
developrncnt of many functionalities by the front-cud, i.c., duplication of dcveloplncnl 
efforts and resources. This question is still challenging: which spatial opcrations 
should DBMSs take over? In principal, generic spatial functionalities thal arc not 
specific to a certain applicatioil belong in the DBMS and not in front-end applications. 
On the other hand, complex spatial functionalities that arc specific for ccl-tain 
applications should be implemented within front-ends. 

In this context we defiicd generic and supporting spatial operations, LC., scleclion, 
navigation and specialisation. In contrast to the group of selection operations, 
specialisation and navigation in the spatial domain can bc very complex and time 
consu~ning. If they are performed at a DBMS level (on the server), the pcrforinance 
can decrease drastically. Furthermore, such coinplcx operations may not bc needed for 
all kind of applications. Therefore, complex operations falling in the group of 
specialisatioil and. navigation operations can be considered to be left for 
implementation by the front-end with respect to a particular application, while DBMSs 
have to support thc more generic selection opcrations, i.c., rnctric, proxiinity and 
topology, and relatively simple specialisation and navigation opcrations. 
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Anothcr relevant question in this discussion is whether spatial hictionalitics 
implemented in the DBMS will replace spatial functions that were originally built in 
GlSs. CIS has become an in~portant instrument in work-processes of companies and 
govcrn~nental offices. There has been a lot of money and effort invested by GIs 
vcndors for selling their software and for giving support. They may not be willing to 
give up spatial analyses, i.e., the main part of GISs by which GISs will be reduced to a 
editing, visualisation and retrieving tool. 

Chapter 9 

Multimodal Interfaces for Representing at 
Accessing Geospatial Information 
Keg~nald G. Golledge, Matthew T. Rice and R. Dan~el Jacobson 

9.1 Introduction 

Multimodal interfaces have a great potential impact in our daily lives and in 
education of students in all grades. In particular, they offer significant benefitz 
people who are disabled. The use of tactilc, haptic, and auditory interfaces h 
potential to make technology more universally accessible. To this exteill it 
mitigate the rapidly expanding digital dividc between thosc who are able to 
computers to access the Intcmet and web page inror~nation (is . ,  those who 
computer literate) and thosc who arc not. 

Information teclmology transformations are affecting how wc communit 
how we store and access information, how we becomc healthier and reccivc n 
medical care, how we learn at different stagcs of our dcvclopmcnt, how busi~ 
is conducted, how work is uildcrkaken in ordcr to producc income, how things 
built or designed, how data is stored and managcd, and how rescarch is coilduc 
With the increasing emphasis on visualizatiou. as the nlaiil ~II~CI-F'LCC inediun7 
computer based serviccs, an cthical problem cmerges regarding whether or 
people who are visually impaired or who havc other tactilc, haptic, or audi 
impairments that limit kcyboard or nlouse use should bc increasingly disable( 
the trend towards vision-based digital con~munication and information process 
We believc that such groups should not bc shut out fro111 tllc adva~lkagcs offerel 
the use of this technology, just as wc believc that inultimodal inlcrfaces will cn 
the understanding of the co~nputer-based input and output of information th; 
becoming a part of our everyday lives. 

This emcrging digital divide has been rccognizcd by formcr Prcsidcnt ( 
tonis Information Technology Advisory ~ommittee"". Thcir slogan incorporal 
theme of universal accessibility. Morc recently, Presidcnt Bush's directive 
"no child shall bg left behind" provides the ince~llivc for morc search and cxpl 
tion in the area of non-visual and multi~nodal intertjccs. Progrcss towards CI 

of these goals would be designed to remove age-related barricrs to participatic 
society, would reduce languagc and litcracy related barricrs among diffc 


